Applying natural language processing techniques to develop a task-specific EMR interface for timely stroke thrombolysis: A feasibility study.
To reduce errors in determining eligibility for intravenous thrombolytic therapy (IVT) in stroke patients through use of an enhanced task-specific electronic medical record (EMR) interface powered by natural language processing (NLP) techniques. The information processing algorithm utilized MetaMap to extract medical concepts from IVT eligibility criteria and expanded the concepts using the Unified Medical Language System Metathesaurus. Concepts identified from clinical notes by MetaMap were compared to those from IVT eligibility criteria. The task-specific EMR interface displays IVT-relevant information by highlighting phrases that contain matched concepts. Clinical usability was assessed with clinicians staffing the acute stroke team by comparing user performance while using the task-specific and the current EMR interfaces. The algorithm identified IVT-relevant concepts with micro-averaged precisions, recalls, and F1 measures of 0.998, 0.812, and 0.895 at the phrase level and of 1, 0.972, and 0.986 at the document level. Users using the task-specific interface achieved a higher accuracy score than those using the current interface (91% versus 80%, p = 0.016) in assessing the IVT eligibility criteria. The completion time between the interfaces was statistically similar (2.46 min versus 1.70 min, p = 0.754). Although the information processing algorithm had room for improvement, the task-specific EMR interface significantly reduced errors in assessing IVT eligibility criteria. The study findings provide evidence to support an NLP enhanced EMR system to facilitate IVT decision-making by presenting meaningful and timely information to clinicians, thereby offering a new avenue for improvements in acute stroke care.